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ABSTRACT
Background: It is unclear to what extent adjuvant dietary intervention can influence inflammation in rheumatoid

arthritis (RA).

Objectives: The objective was to assess the effects of dietary manipulation on inflammation in patients with RA.

Methods: In a crossover design, participants [n = 50, 78% females, median BMI (in kg/m2) 27, median age 63 y] were

randomly assigned to begin with either a 10-wk portfolio diet of proposed anti-inflammatory foods (i.e., a high intake

of fatty fish, whole grains, fruits, nuts, and berries) or a control diet resembling a Western diet with a 4-mo washout

in between. This report evaluates the secondary outcome markers of inflammation among participants with stable

medication. Analyses were performed using a linear mixed ANCOVA model.

Results: There were no significant effects on CRP or ESR in the group as a whole. In those with high compliance

(n = 29), changes in ESR within the intervention diet period differed significantly compared with changes within the

control diet period (mean: –5.490; 95% CI: –10.310, –0.669; P = 0.027). During the intervention diet period, there were

lowered serum concentrations of C-X-C motif ligand 1 (CXCL1) (mean: –0.268; 95% CI: –0.452, –0.084;P = 0.006),

CXCL5 (mean: –0.278; 95% CI: –0.530, –0.026 P = 0.031), CXCL6 (mean: –0.251; 95% CI: –0.433, –0.069; P = 0.009),

and tumor necrosis factor ligand superfamily member 14 (TNFSF14) (mean: –0.139; 95% CI: –0.275, –0.002; P = 0.047)

compared with changes within the control diet period.

Conclusion: A proposed anti-inflammatory diet likely reduced systemic inflammation, as indicated by a decreased ESR

in those who completed the study with high compliance (n = 29). These findings warrant further studies to validate our

results, and to evaluate the clinical relevance of changes in CXCL1, CXCL5, CXCL6, and TNFSF14 in patients with RA.
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Introduction

Around 5% of the population suffers from an autoimmune
disease (1). A common feature of autoimmune diseases is
a life-long disabling effect on afflicted individuals, with
an etiology that is largely unknown. Rheumatoid arthritis
(RA), one of the most common autoimmune diseases, affects
approximately 0.5–1% of the population in North America
and Europe, though prevalence varies by geographical region
(2). Symptoms of RA primarily include pain, swelling, and
reduced function in peripheral joints. The chronic activation of

inflammatory pathways also leads to a state of elevated systemic
inflammation, which can increase the risk of comorbidities.
Although pharmacological treatment of RA has improved
substantially during the past decades, there is no cure and many
patients still experience incomplete treatment response (3). A
fear of side effects related to medical treatment and a belief
that environmental factors modulate disease development and
activity have been described for patients with RA (4), causing
many patients to experiment with their lifestyle. In a Finnish
survey, 50% of patients changed their diet after a RA diagnosis,
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many believing red meat and animal fats to be detrimental (5).
There is growing interest in understanding the role of diet as a
modulator of inflammatory activity. Several attempts have been
made to determine beneficial foods and dietary patterns, such
as the dietary inflammatory index (6) and the Mediterranean
diet score (7). There is also some evidence from clinical trials
on patients with RA that fish oil supplementation, fasting, and
a Mediterranean-like diet pattern could reduce measures of
disease activity and inflammation (8).

The rationale and primary aim of this study was to
investigate whether a portfolio diet (compared with a typical
Western diet), combining potential anti-inflammatory foods,
could beneficially alter biomarkers of inflammation in patients
with RA. We have previously demonstrated the effect of this diet
on Disease Activity Score 28 joints erythrocyte sedimentation
rate (DAS28-ESR), a recognized clinically relevant composite
index of subjective and objective markers of disease activity (9).
Here, we report the effects of the portfolio diet on biological
markers of inflammation as secondary outcomes.

Methods
This report is an analysis of secondary outcomes; the main outcome

of the Anti-inflammatory diet in Rheumatoid Arthritis (ADIRA) trial
was DAS28-ESR, for which results have been published (9).

Ethical statement
This study was approved by the regional ethical review board in
Gothenburg (976-16 and T519-17) and registered on clinicaltrials.gov
as NCT02941055. Participants provided signed informed consent prior
to enrollment and all procedures were performed according to the
Helsinki Declaration.

Recruitment
Patients diagnosed with RA according to 1987 American College of
Rheumatology and 2010 American College of Rheumatology/European
League Against Rheumatism criteria (10) listed at Sahlgrenska Univer-
sity Hospital (Gothenburg, Sweden) were selected from the Swedish
Rheumatology Quality Register (n = 1091). Those who resided in areas
in the Gothenburg region where home delivery of food was possible
(n = 774) were invited to participate. In total, 113 patients volunteered
to take part in the study. After initial contact, 47 were deemed to not
fulfill inclusion criteria, thus 66 volunteers were screened for inclusion
and out of those, 50 were included in the study. Inclusion criteria
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were DAS28-ESR ≥2.6, unchanged disease modifying anti-rheumatic
drug (DMARD) medication during the previous 8 wk, 18–75 y of age,
and at least 2 y disease duration. Life threatening diseases, pregnancy
or lactation, food allergies to components in the dietary intervention,
inability to communicate verbally, and inability to understand study
instructions were exclusion criteria.

Study design
A crossover design was chosen to minimize interindividual variation in
a heterogeneous population of patients with RA. Study staff randomly
assigned the participants (allocation ratio 1:1) to begin with either
intervention or control diet using a computer-generated list. The 10-wk
diet periods were separated by a 4-mo washout period. The study ran in
2 batches, commencing in February 2017 and August 2017, respectively.

Dietary intervention.
The dietary intervention has been described in detail elsewhere (9, 11,
12). In brief, the intervention diet had a nutritional profile similar to the
Mediterranean diet, rich in whole grains and fatty fish, enriched with
probiotics, and high in phytochemicals found in legumes, nuts, fruits,
berries, and vegetables. However, instead of olive oil, canola oil was
used. Advice was given to limit red meat consumption frequency to ≤3
times/wk and keep fruit, berry, and vegetable intake to ≥5 portions daily
and to choose whole-grain products. Low-fat dairy products and use of
margarine and vegetable oils for cooking were encouraged.

The control diet resembled a Western diet, being high in refined
grains, red meat, and chicken, and low in fruit and vegetables. As
snacks, protein bars and protein puddings, as well as quark, were
included. Participants were advised to keep fish intake to ≤1 and red
meat ≥5 times/wk. Advice was also given to keep intake of fruits,
berries, and vegetables to ≤5 portions daily, as well to avoid probiotic
products. Whole-fat dairy products and use of butter for cooking were
encouraged.

Participants received a home-delivery of groceries with recipes and
menus, which accounted for an intake of approximately 1100 kcal/d for
5 d/wk, designed to cover approximately half of the daily energy intake.
Study staff urged participants to keep weight-stable and provided foods
that were isocaloric between diets. In an attempt to blind participants to
which study diet they were consuming, study staff consistently referred
to the intervention diet as a “fiber diet,” and the control diet as “protein
diet” in all communications.

Data collection.
At screening, participants filled out questionnaires on medication usage,
age, and demographic background as well as the RA-specific health
assessment questionnaire (HAQ) (13). Waist-to-hip ratio and height
were measured to the closest 0.5 cm and nonfasting blood samples were
collected by venipuncture for analysis of erythrocyte sedimentation rate
(ESR) and concentration of C-reactive protein (CRP). Measurements of
CRP and ESR from screening were used as baseline values for the first
diet period, but subsequent blood samples (and all serum samples) were
collected from participants in the fasted state. Before and after each diet
period, blood samples were collected by venipuncture, dietary intake
was recorded in 3-d food records, weight was measured to the nearest
0.1 kg, with 1 kg subtracted to account for clothing. To estimate disease
activity by DAS28-ESR, joint examinations were performed by nurses
experienced in rheumatology.

During each dietary period, participants were urged to record
any changes in medications. Furthermore, study staff interviewed
participants by telephone asking if and to what extent each study meal
had been consumed during the past week and calculated a score based
on consumption in whole (2 points), in part (1 points), or not at all (0
points). This yielded a numerical score for each participant from 0 to
30. Participants reaching a score of >24 points (>80%) were considered
compliant.

Laboratory analyses.
Concentration of CRP and ESR were measured by routine analysis in
fresh samples at Sahlgrenska University Hospital.
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Serum was separated by leaving blood samples for 5 min in room
temperature, 30 min in the refrigerator, and then centrifuging for
10 min at 2594 × g. Serum samples were stored at −80◦C until
analysis, then thawed to prepare aliquots for external analyses. Because
sampling procedure affects the analysis of inflammation-related proteins
in serum, only blood samples that were handled according to our
strictest protocol, and were available from all study visits, were analyzed
for inflammation-related proteins. This analysis included samples from
32 subjects.

To quantify inflammation-related proteins, a multiplex assay
measuring relative concentrations of 92 inflammation-related proteins
was deployed and analyzed externally by Olink Proteomics AB,
using the Olink® Target 96 Inflammation panel (Olink Proteomics
AB), as described elsewhere (14). In brief, pairs of oligonucleotide-
labeled antibody probes bind to their targeted protein, and if the
2 probes are brought in close proximity, the oligonucleotides will
hybridize in a pairwise manner. The addition of a DNA polymerase
leads to a proximity-dependent DNA polymerization event, generating
a unique PCR target sequence. The resulting DNA sequence is
subsequently detected and quantified using a microfluidic real-time PCR
instrument (Biomark HD, Fluidigm). Data are then quality controlled
and normalized using an internal extension control and an interplate
control, to adjust for intra- and interrun variation. The final assay
readout is presented as a normalized protein expression value, which
is an arbitrary unit on a log2-scale where a high value corresponds
to a higher protein expression. If any of the internal controls deviates
more than ±0.3 from the plate median, the sample fails quality control.
All assay validation data are available on the manufacturer’s website
(www.olink.com). Data from the Olink analysis were included only on
proteins for which ≥90% of the samples had results above the valid
lower limit of detection and only on samples that passed quality control.
This limited the quantification to 72 inflammation-related proteins
(Supplemental Table 1).

Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed with a linear mixed ANCOVA model
by using IBM SPSS version 25. Fixed variables were dietary treatment
(intervention or control diet), time period (first or second diet period),
BMI (in kg/m2), and baseline value of each outcome variable. Individual
participants were included as random effects. Residuals were inspected
and variables with skewed distributions were transformed in order to
comply with model assumptions. There was no correction for multiple
hypothesis tests. The power analysis of the ADIRA trial was performed
on the primary outcome DAS28-ESR. In order to detect a change of 0.6
units in DAS28-ESR with 90% power and α = 0.05, a sample size of 38
patients was needed, and to account for dropouts 50 additional patients
were recruited.

In order to avoid distortion of results due to changes in anti-
inflammatory medication, participants who completely stopped or
started a new DMARD or glucocorticoid treatment during the diet
periods were excluded from analysis. In total, 38 participants completed
≥1 diet period (37 completed the intervention diet, 37 completed the
control diet) without discontinued or new DMARD or glucocorticoid
treatment (Figure 1). Quantification of inflammation-related proteins
in the multiplex assay was performed on samples handled according to
the strictest protocol; such samples were available from 26 participants
who completed both diet periods.

Sensitivity analysis.
In an attempt to further explore the results, a sensitivity analysis was
performed. In addition to excluding those who stopped or started a
new DMARD or glucocorticoid treatment, only those who completed
both diet periods and reported high compliance during both diet periods
(>80%) were included in this analysis. Excluding participants with
low compliance and those who discontinued any of the diet periods
yielded 29 participants for the analysis of ESR and CRP, and 20 par-
ticipants for analysis of inflammation-related proteins in the multiplex
assay.

Carryover effect.
In order to examine carryover effects, interaction between dietary
treatment (intervention or control) and diet period (1 or 2) for CRP
and ESR were tested. There were no significant interactions (P > 0.20)
between diet period and treatment.

Group selection bias.
In order to assess bias in group selections, baseline characteristics of
participants were compared between those included and not included
in analyses. Those included in analysis with the multiplex assay were
compared with those not included, and participants who completed
both diet periods with high compliance without new or discontinued
DMARD or glucocorticoid treatment were compared with those who
did not. Continuous variables were compared using Mann-Whitney U-
test, whereas categorical variables were compared using Fishers Exact
test.

Results
Participants

Overall, three-quarters of the participants were women and
around half had a university-level education. The vast ma-
jority were nonsmokers of European descent and over half
were treated with a conventional synthetic disease modifying
antirheumatic drug (csDMARD) and about a third with a
biological disease modifying antirheumatic drug (bDMARD)
(Table 1). A majority of participants were middle-aged or
older, had a moderate disease activity (defined by DAS28-ESR
between 3.2 and 5.1), and were either overweight or obese
(Table 1).

Adverse effects.

In the group as a whole (n = 38), there were 15 reports of
gastrointestinal discomfort, with 11/15 during the intervention
diet period. Among the patients in whom inflammation-related
proteins were measured (n = 26), there were 9 reports of
gastrointestinal discomfort, of which 7/9 were during the
intervention diet period.

Group selection bias.

Participants without new or discontinued DMARD or gluco-
corticoid therapy who continued both diet periods with high
compliance (n = 29), had lower waist-to-hip ratio (P = 0.006),
and a higher educational level (P = 0.030) but did not otherwise
differ from the rest of the participants (n = 18). Among those
participants whose samples were selected for multiplex analysis
(n = 32), leucocyte concentration was lower (P = 0.024) than
the rest of the participants (n = 15). Furthermore, in those
participants included compared with those not included in the
multiplex analysis, the percentages of energy intake from total
and saturated fat were higher (P = 0.027 and P = 0.027,
respectively), whereas the percentage of energy intake from
carbohydrates was lower (P = 0.040).

Effects of diet on clinically validated markers of
inflammation

There were no effects of diet on CRP (P = 0.125) or ESR
(P = 0.059) in the main analysis (Table 2). There was, however,
a significant increase in ESR during the control diet period. In
the sensitivity analysis, ESR was lowered during the intervention
diet period compared with during the control diet period (mean
between-period difference: –5.490 mm/h; 95% CI: –10.310, –
0.669; P = 0.027).

Diet and inflammation in rheumatoid arthritis 3
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Completed 1 diet period

47

44
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FIGURE 1 Flow chart of subject recruitment reported according to CONSORT. CRP and ESR was quantified in all participants’ samples.
Quantifying relative concentrations of inflammation-related proteins in serum samples in the multiplex assay was done only if samples had been
handled according to the strictest protocol and in participants whose samples were available from all visits. Participants with new or discontinued
DMARD or glucocorticoid treatment were excluded from analyses, and only those who completed both diet periods with high compliance were
selected for a sensitivity analysis. CRP, C-reactive protein; DMARD, disease modifying ant-rheumatic drug, ESR, erythrocyte sedimentation rate.

Exploratory analysis of biomarkers related to
inflammation

C-X-C motif chemokine ligand1 (CXCL1), CXCL5, CXCL6,
and tumor necrosis factor ligand superfamily member 14
(TNFSF14) were significantly lower during the intervention
diet period than during the control diet period in the main
analysis (Figure 2 and Supplemental Table 2). No other
significant between diet-period effects were identified (Figure 2
and Supplemental Table 2).

In the sensitivity analyses, results for CXCL1 and CXCL6
remained significantly lower during the intervention diet period
than during the control diet period (Supplemental Figure 1
and Supplemental Table 3). Additionally, glial cell line–derived
neurotrophic factor (GDNF) differed significantly between diet
periods, with a lower value during the intervention diet period

than during the control diet period (Supplemental Figure 1 and
Supplemental Table 3).

Discussion

This investigation examined the hypothesis that dietary manip-
ulation using a proposed anti-inflammatory portfolio diet will
further decrease inflammation in patients with RA during stable
and adequate antirheumatic pharmacological treatment. To our
knowledge, this is the most comprehensive analysis of effects
on biomarkers of inflammation from dietary manipulation in
patients with RA in a randomized controlled trial.

The clinically validated markers of inflammation (CRP and
ESR) were unchanged by the diet in the main analysis, but
among participants who reported high compliance and who
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TABLE 1 Baseline data of participants who completed ≥1 diet period without discontinued or new
bDMARD or glucocorticoid treatment, grouped by inclusion in multiplex inflammation-related protein
quantification1

Intervention-control
(n = 13)

Control-intervention
(n = 13)

Not included
(n = 12)

Female 9 (69) 10 (77) 10 (83)
Age, y 62 (55, 63) 66 (48, 72) 70 (61, 73)
Parental origin

Europe 12 (92) 13 (100) 10 (83)
Africa 0 (0) 0 (0) 1 (8)
Asia 1 (8) 0 (0) 1 (8)

Nonsmoker 11 (85) 13 (100) 12 (100)
Employment status

Not employed 2 (15) 7 (54) 9 (75)
Employed <15 hr/wk 1 (8) 0 (0) 0 (0)
Employed 16–30 hr/wk 3 (23) 1 (8) 0 (0)
Employed 31–40 hr/wk 3 (23) 3 (23) 1 (7)
Employed > 40 hr/wk 4 (31) 2 (15) 2 (17)

Educational level
Junior high school 1 (8) 0 (0) 4 (33)
2 y senior high school 1 (8) 3 (23) 4 (33)
≥3 y senior high school 1 (8) 2 (15) 2 (17)
College or university 10 (77) 8 (62) 2 (17)

Medication usage
bDMARD 4 (31) 5 (38) 6 (50)
csDMARD 10 (77) 9 (69) 9 (75)
No DMARD 2 (15) 2 (15) 1 (8)

Anthropometric measures
BMI 27.1 (23.6, 32.8) 26.4 (24.2, 29.9) 27.7 (24.2, 33.5)
Waist-hip ratio 0.84 (0.78, 0.98) 0.85 (0.83, 0.92) 0.82 (0.80, 0.88)

Laboratory data
DAS28-ESR 3.9 (3.2, 4.7) 3.2 (2.9, 4.5) 3.6 (3.0 4.4)
HAQ 0.38 (0.13, 1.19) 0.38 (0.13, 1.31) 0.69 (0.31, 1.06)
CRP, mg/L) 2 (1, 4) 5 (1, 6) 3 (1, 5)
ESR, mm/hr) 20 (13, 27) 14 (8, 26) 18 (10, 23)
WBC, 109/L) 5.1 (4.3, 5.7) 6.3 (5.1, 7.6) 5.6 (4.8, 6.4)
Trombocytes, 109/L) 250 (240, 310) 280 (250, 410) 240 (220, 280)

Dietary intake
Energy, kcal/d) 1900 (1600, 2200) 1800 (1400, 2100) 1800 (1200, 2300)
Fat, E%) 38 (31, 42) 41 (36, 45) 35 (32, 37)
Saturated fatty acids, E%) 16 (14, 17) 15 (13, 16) 13 (11, 14)
Protein, E%) 16 (14, 18) 15 (14, 20) 15 (15, 22)
Carbohydrate, E%) 42 (39, 47) 38 (36, 42) 46 (39, 52)
Fiber, g/d) 19 (14, 22) 15 (13, 20) 19 (15, 21)
Vitamin D, μg/d) 3 (2, 6) 5 (4, 10) 6 (5, 8)
Selenium, μg/d) 35 (32, 40) 48 (41, 75) 51 (42, 74)
Folate, μg/d) 260 (210, 330) 270 (220, 320) 220 (190, 280)

1Values are medians (25th, 75th percentiles) or n (%) unless otherwise indicated. bDMARD, biological disease modifying
antirheumatic drug; CRP, C-reactive protein; csDMARD, conventional synthetic disease modifying antirheumatic drug; DMARD,
disease modifying antirheumatic drug; DAS28-ESR, Disease Activity Score-28 erythrocyte sedimentation rate; ESR, erythrocyte
sedimentation rate; HAQ, health assessment questionnaire; WBC, white blood cell count.

completed both diet periods, a significant treatment effect on
ESR was seen. This highlights controlling for compliance as
a key priority in studies on effects of dietary intervention in
humans.

ESR determination is a rather simple and readily available
laboratory test that—along with CRP—is the recommended
clinical measure for the determination of acute-phase reactants
in the clinical care of patients with RA (15). As reported
in a recently published review, ESR is a nonspecific marker
of inflammation in general (16). The data in our trial do

not permit us to draw any conclusions on the mechanism
by which the treatment diet lowered ESR in this patient
population. Several foods in the intervention diet might act in
an anti-inflammatory manner. For example, ω-3 fatty acids from
fatty fish can act as a competitive substrate with arachidonic
acid for the cyclooxygenase, lipoxygenase, and cytochrome
P450 enzymes, yielding less inflammatory eicosanoids, and
they may also act as substrates for synthesis of proresolving
lipid mediators. In addition, a high intake of fruits, berries,
vegetables, nuts, and seeds containing phytochemicals may

Diet and inflammation in rheumatoid arthritis 5
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TABLE 2 Modeled estimates of developments in clinically validated markers of inflammation within and between diet periods
among patients with RA who did not discontinue or start any new disease modifying antirheumatic drug or glucocorticoid therapy1

Intervention mean
change (95% CI)

Control mean change
(95% CI)

Difference between
diet periods2 95% CI P value

Clinical markers of inflammation in participants completed ≥1 diet period regardless of compliance3

CRP,4 mg/L –0.042 (–0.167, 0.082) 0.09 (–0.034, 0.215) –0.133 –0.304, 0.039 0.125
ESR, mm/h –0.709 (–3.485, 2.067) 3.071 (0.303, 5.838) –3.779 –7.710, 0.152 0.059

Clinical markers of inflammation in participants completing both diet periods with high compliance5

CRP,4 mg/L –0.058 (–0.215, 0.100) 0.097 (–0.058, 0.251) –0.154 –0.362, 0.054 0.136
ESR, mm/h –1.504 (–4.991, 1.982) 3.985 (0.566, 7.404) –5.490 –10.310, –0.669 0.027

1Participants completing ≥1 diet period. CRP, C-reactive protein; ESR, erythrocyte sedimentation rate; RA, rheumatoid arthritis.
2Intervention-control, change during period values.
3Analyzed by use of a linear mixed model with period, treatment, BMI, and baseline value as fixed effects and subject as random effect, n = 38.
4To comply with model assumptions, log10-transformed values were used.
5Analyzed by use of a linear mixed model with period, treatment, BMI, and baseline value as fixed effects and subject as random effect, n = 29.

potentially dampen oxidative stress, which in turn could reduce
general inflammatory activity. It is also possible that the higher
fiber intake (through whole grains and less processed foods)
coupled with probiotics affected the microbiota and increased
the production of short-chain fatty acids, which could exert an
anti-inflammatory effect (17).

Studies with similar dietary interventions in patients with RA
are rare. McKellar et al. used cooking classes as a method to
reach a Mediterranean-like diet among participants in socially
deprived areas but found no effects on inflammation (18). In
comparison, our approach of supplying foods and controlling
for compliance and medication likely yields higher precision in
examining efficacy. Skoldstam et al. noted a decrease in CRP
after a Mediterranean diet compared with a control diet in
patients with RA, but there was no effect on ESR (19). However,
the concurrent weight loss seen in the study by Skoldstam et
al. complicates the interpretation. The same research group has
since published a follow-up investigation based on pooled data,
which indicate effects beyond weight reduction in interventions
with lacto-vegetarian, vegan, or Mediterranean diets (20).
Furthermore, bDMARDs, powerful anti-inflammatory agents
that were used by about a third of participants in ADIRA,
were uncommon when Skoldstam et al. carried out their
study.

The chemokines CXCL1, CXCL5, and CXCL6, known
for their neutrophil chemoattractant effects at the site of
injury, infection, or inflammation (21), decreased significantly
in the main analysis. In studies on synovial fibroblasts isolated
from patients with RA, CXCL1 is indicated to stimulate an
inflammatory response and upregulate IL-6 expression (22).
Previously, higher concentration of CXCL1 was reported in
plasma and synovial fluids from patients with RA compared
with healthy volunteers, and CXCL1 is thus suggested to play a
mediating role in neutrophil recruitment into the inflamed joint
(23). Previous research also found increased CXCL1 expression
linked to poor survival rates in cancer (24). Further, increased
circulating concentration of CXCL5 has been found in patients
with RA compared with healthy controls (25). Thus, lower
circulating concentrations of CXCL1, CXCL5, and CXCL6 as
observed in the current study probably reflect reduced systemic
inflammation.

TNFSF14 decreased significantly with the intervention diet
compared with the control diet in the main analysis. Previously,
higher concentration of TNFSF14 has been found in patients
with RA in comparison with healthy controls (26). Furthermore,
studies indicate a role of TNFSF14 as an osteoclast-inducing

protein promoting the progression of bone destruction in RA
(26, 27).

The sensitivity analysis yielded similar significant effects in
CXCL1 and CXCL6 as did the main analysis (Supplemental
Figure 1). In addition, GDNF decreased significantly during
the intervention diet period compared with the control diet
period. As recently reviewed by Morel et al. (28), GDNF is
produced by glial cells and binds primarily to GDNF family
coreceptor α1 (GFRα1), expressed in a wide range of tissues.
GDNF is described as having neuroprotective effects as well
as regenerative effects on epithelial tissue upon infection or
damage (28). Data on serum protein levels of GDNF in
patients with RA are scarce, but one investigation has shown
lower concentrations in plasma from patients with active RA
compared with healthy controls (29). Thus, a lowered level
of GDNF in serum could translate to decreased activation of
inflammation-resolving pathways.

The ADIRA trial has several unique strengths. First, along
with dietary advice, easily prepared foods were supplied to the
participants’ homes free of charge, which likely contributed to
the high reported compliance. Second, we employed a crossover
design to reduce the effects of inter-individual variation and
maximize the statistical power from the available sample size.
We also implemented a 4-mo washout period, which we
believe to be sufficient to normalize effects from the prior
dietary period. Of the most importance for evaluating dietary
effect, rather than effects related to energy balance, is that the
participants were weight stable during the study.

This study also has some limitations. First, the general-
izability can be questioned, because those participants who
completed both diet periods with high compliance with stable
medication had higher educational levels and a lower waist-to-
hip ratios than the participants who did not. The study design
with provided food items may also be difficult to achieve in
other populations, specifically in outpatient settings (i.e., patient
compliance might be affected). Moreover, our study population
was mainly highly educated, middle aged, or older females of
European descent. Additionally, those who completed both diet
periods with high compliance and stable medication had an even
higher educational level as well as a lower waist-to-hip ratio
than the rest of the participants. It is possible that effects from
dietary manipulation may differ in younger, more diverse, or
less educated populations. Second, our investigation examined
markers of inflammation in blood, and in serum isolated from
blood, taken by venipuncture. As such, our results likely reflect
systemic inflammation, or at least proteins exhibiting systemic
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FIGURE 2 Changes in concentrations of inflammation-related proteins within and between dietary periods measured in participants
completing at least one diet period who did not discontinue or start any new disease modifying anti-rheumatic drug or glucocorticoid therapy,
n = 26. Black colored lines denotes P < 0.05. Concentrations are presented in an arbitrary, semiquantitative log2 scale that is valid for comparison
of relative concentrations between different time points within individuals, analyzed using a linear mixed model with period, treatment, BMI,
and baseline value as fixed effects and subject as random effect. See Supplemental Table 1 for abbreviations. 1Analyzed and presented on a
log10 scale in order to comply with model assumptions.

effects. It is theoretically possible to examine local samples,
such as for example synovial fluid, to explore the environment
around the joints. However, due to procedural limitations and
in consideration to participant comfort, we found it most
suitable to collect blood samples. Third, our power analysis

and subsequent sample size was constructed to detect relevant
effects on DAS28-ESR, not for analysis of biomarkers of
inflammation. For this report, sample size was further reduced
because the full set of serum samples was not used to quantify
biomarkers. Although we consider that our procedure of only

Diet and inflammation in rheumatoid arthritis 7
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analyzing correctly handled samples increases the reliability
of our findings, the resulting lower sample size might have
decreased the probability of detecting statistically significant
differences. There is also a risk of bias; those with correctly
handled samples did have lower leucocyte concentration
as well as a slightly skewed macronutrient composition in
their diet compared with those not included. Finally, as the
Olink panel analysis was performed without correction for
multiple testing, we view the results presented here as an
exploratory report on the potential effects of diet on markers of
inflammation.

Conclusion

In conclusion, our results indicate that a Mediterranean-like diet
intervention with proposed anti-inflammatory foods compared
with a Western diet reduced the systemic inflammation in
patients with RA that had a high compliance to the dietary
intervention. These findings need to be interpreted carefully
given the risk of type 1 error due to multiple hypothesis tests.
The results warrant further studies to validate our findings and
to evaluate the clinical relevance of changes in CXCL1, CXCL5,
CXCL6, GDNF, and TNFSF14 in patients with RA.
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